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A COMPANY OF FOUR PRODUCTION
Of course Mermaids are usually smiling into looking glasses—but this poor dear is quite inconsolable. She's in tears because Jaeger won't buy any of her woolly locks to make jumpers and panties and so on. The point being her woolly locks aren't good enough for Jaeger. She ought to have been a Bactrian camel or an Angora goat. That would have meant camelhair or angora wool. A different story altogether and a true one we might add.
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The Management reserve the right to refuse admission, also to make any alteration in the cast which may be rendered necessary by illness or other unavoidable causes.

The Theatre is designated as a Jovian Theatre.

The Management desire to draw the attention of their Patrons to the Special Service of Afternoon Teas which are served by the Attendants in the Auditorium.

To facilitate service, Patrons are requested to order from the Attendants in advance.
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